Dear ESFL Friends and Supporters,

This — our fifth year — has been a great one! Our collection has reached 20,000 books, cataloged and shelved by collaborators. More than 30 individuals have become collaborators — shelving books, co-hosting evening programs, staffing the front desk, and working with us to shape programs. More than 1,300 individuals and 25 unions have supported our work. We’ve benefited from the support of many local foundations — Saint Paul Foundation, Bigelow Foundation, Mardag Foundation, McNeely Foundation, Marbrook Foundation, and the Katherine B. Anderson Family Foundation — as well as public funding from the City of Saint Paul’s Cultural and Neighborhood STAR programs, the government’s Metro Regional Arts Council, and the Minnesota State Arts Board. We have initiated a recurring donors program we call the “Solidarity League,” and 67 individuals are now providing monthly or quarterly support, enough to cover our immediate overhead expenses.

More and more of our programs grow out of partnerships with community and educational organizations, such as the Saint Paul Public Schools Adult and Community Education Program, the Minnesota Humanities Center, the Ramsey County Historical Society, Park Square Theater, and the Karen Organization of Minnesota. We are also working with unions, such as the St. Paul Regional Labor Federation, and community organizations like the Japanese-American Citizens League. These partnerships help us to build stability and sustainability into our programs and to expand our reach into communities with whom we have had little contact on our own. Participants in our programs have grown in diversity as well as numbers.

We continue to expand our methods to let people know about our resources and our programs. This year, we increased our electronic newsletter production to twice a month, in order to do justice to the many activities and programs we are hosting. More than 5,000 individuals receive our newsletters. Our Facebook page provides in-depth analytical articles as well as news of events. It has received more than 4,000 “likes”! Our Facebook presence has been so successful that we feature a link to its feed on the front of our website. We have a great team, led by visual artist Keith Christensen, who continues to improve our website. This year, we’ve added Twitter (thank you to our Associate Director Clarence White) and Instagram (thank you to intern Sophie Mazullo), both of which are linked to the website (eastsidefreedomlibrary.org). We even have a regular radio
presence on the first Saturday morning of every month, on AM950, the Voice of Progressive Minnesota. Co-executive Director Peter Rachleff brings guests from upcoming ESFL programs to speak on air with "Connections" show host, Laurie Fitz. We have been fortunate that a neighborhood business, Brunson's Pub, has been our commercial sponsor.

Our efforts to build bridges between communities finds us building bridges among the activities of teaching and learning, labor and equity, and cultural work. Truth be told, there are so many interfaces between these projects that our work looks more like a spider web than a set of boxes. These emerging syntheses feel organic, even as our planning process tries to make them more intentional.

Twice, we brought more than 100 of our community members together to celebrate our work - in October to listen to local writer Patricia Hampl as she explored the importance of stories, and in June to listen to historian/journalist Jelani Cobb connect the history of Reconstruction to the challenges faced in our struggles of freedom and equality today. The food was great and funds in support of our mission were raised; but, most importantly, serious conversations took place in which new ideas and new commitments were hatched.

Sincerely,
Peter Rachleff and Beth Cleary
Co-Executive Directors
ESFL Program Area:

**teaching and learning**

Our Teaching and Learning work got off to a dynamic start in early June, with a symposium *Working for Freedom: The Making of an Activist Scholar Tradition*. A great audience of more than 100 neighbors, students, and activists came together to hear thirty presentations from young scholars in a wide range of disciplines. They came from New York to Oregon and from Mexico to Minnesota, to address critical social issues, such as racism, economic inequality and immigrant rights. We heard from young professors like Ryan Murphy (Earlham College) and Westenley Alcenat (Fordham University), grad students Rahsaan Mahadeo (University of Minnesota) and James Robinson (University of Iowa), community researcher/activists like Aaron Miripol (Urban Land Conservancy) and Stacy Mitchell (Institute for Local Self-Reliance), artist/activists like Sha Cage (film) and Alessandra Williams (dance), and more.

We were so pleased with the results that we are planning a “Second Biennial Activist Scholarship Conference” for June 4, 5, and 6, 2020. Mark your calendars!

Over the course of the year, ESFL provided mentorship for young people, from National History Day projects to the writing of college entrance essays. *Our History Day workshop team of (hardly) retired teachers and college students helped more than 100 middle and high school students shape projects on the theme of Triumph and Tragedy.* Some won state prizes and one even won the national first prize for senior website (a project on Upton Sinclair and *The Jungle*). We know that all these students’ projects were success stories as they learned research and presentation skills, built new self-confidence, and took ownership for the telling of formerly overlooked stories. Our colleague Lucia Pawlowski introduced her new project, *The People’s Writing Center*, which helped more than a dozen local high school students craft their college application essays.

A particularly exciting project was hosting the Minnesota Humanities Center’s *Why Treaties Matter* exhibit in March-April 2019. *We worked closely with Dakota elders, scholars, and activists, and partnered with the Lower Phalen Creek Project.* On four Sunday afternoons, neighbors of diverse generations and backgrounds came together to discuss the significance of this history, not just in itself, but its consequences for the East Side’s present and future. *In one panel, Native youth educated us with exceptional expertise and historical knowledge about their own histories. On another occasion, East African and Latinx immigrants engaged with Native Americans about their historical relationships to land and how those relationships had been torn asunder, with severe consequences.* This series was a remarkable learning experience for all of us, and it left us with ideas and relationships which continue to inform our work.

(continued)
Over the course of the year, ESFL also provided workshops for activists in non-violence, using art for social justice, and practicing community journalism. Scores of neighbors and friends improved their skills and strengthened their relationships with each other in these workshops. ESFL hosted self-organized book groups, such as a Hmong Women’s Book Group led by East Sider Wennicha Yang. We also introduced a new approach to book groups, our very own Book Geek Story Hour(s) on the first Sunday afternoon of each month. We invite people to come and read whatever they want for an hour and a half, then engage in a short conversation about what we are reading. Several — including members of the ESFL family — have commented that our lives are “so busy” and “so full of distractions“ that setting aside 90 minutes to read in a beautiful setting, embraced in the energies of other people who are also reading, is a rare and treasured gift.

ESFL also provided other learning opportunities, including readings and discussions with authors, historical films, and walking tours which engaged the history of immigrants, past and present, to the East Side. In partnership with the Ramsey County Historical Society, we have hosted History Revealed, a monthly author series. Both the presentations and the conversations have been delicious! On other occasions we have introduced our special methodology for a book event — to have 2-3 community members read the book and then engage the author after her/his presentation. We have found these to be effective ways to generate discussion. We are especially excited to be an anchor for the New Brookwood Labor College, which launched in early 2019 as a project to introduce labor leaders and activists to critical thinking and to building relationships with each other across organizations and work experiences, from healthcare to the building trades and from the public sector to manufacturing.
ESFL Program Area:

labor and equity

Our partnership with New Brookwood Labor College is a part of ESFL’s endeavors in Labor and Equity. Its courses—*Working Class History, People’s Leadership, Theories of the Labor Movement, The Global Labor Movement,* and *Organizing Strategies*—are designed and taught to enable the current generation of labor activists to develop understanding of the labor movement as one of the vehicles available to working class people in their efforts to create a more just society. In a similar vein, ESFL has organized and hosted a series of panel discussions using the concept of *The Labor Movement and...* as a way to broaden the scope of labor activism. Topics have included *#MeToo, Black Lives Matter, Environmentalism, Healthcare Reform, Immigrant Rights,* and *Housing Justice.*

The last topic touched such a nerve that it generated a remarkable series of programs, including films and focus groups, and it has been built by—and built—a dynamic partnership including ESFL, ABC Realty, MICAH, Dayton’s Bluff Neighborhood Housing Services, the Cookie Cart, Habitat for Humanity, Project for Pride in Living, Twin Cities Public Television-2, and staff from a number of city and state offices. Hundreds of our neighbors have attended a series of gatherings and discussions, which are continuing. The series culminated in November when this diverse and energized collection of individuals and organizations gathered for our first ever *East Side Housing Summit!* We are proud to be the incubators of this work.

ESFL Program Area:

cultural work

ESFL has also deepened and expanded our Cultural Work, which of course intersects with our Teaching and Learning and Labor and Equity work. From our very start in 2014, we have seen cultural work as a vehicle to promote our mission: *“To inspire solidarity, advocate for justice, and work towards equity for all.”* Poetry, visual art, theater, story-telling, dance, music, are all means for members of our communities to tell their stories and for us to listen to them.

This past year has seen us achieve a number of exciting projects. Photographer John Matsunaga, supported by the *Minnesota State Arts Board*, mounted his exhibit *Nidoto Nai Yoni,* which brought images of the remains of the concentration camps in which Japanese-Americans were imprisoned into a lens which asked us to consider the otherization of Muslims today’s in social and political climate. We grew through our engagement with John’s project. We learned how to hang visual art in the big downstairs room, how to organize panel discussions which mixed artists with community activists, and how to think more about using art to generate discussions. It also brought us a collaboration with the *Twin Cities Japanese-American Citizens League,* which led to their donation of the entire JACL library to ESFL. Their books got a lot of use from History Day students working on *Triumph and Tragedy.*
Our experience with John’s work shaped other projects here. With support from the Marbrook Foundation, we supported artists from five communities who created an exhibit, Human Proof Fence, in which they used visual art to express their experiences of dislocation, confinement, and migration. Hmong photographer Pa Houa Her brought her exhibit The Fruits of My Mother’s Labor to ESFL. Not only was her art stunning—printed on newsprint which she intended would curl and age over time—but she engaged in a remarkable conversation with Somali visual artist Mohamud Mumin about the ways that immigrant artists are using photography not just to document but also to interrogate their cultures and their relationship to American culture.

The Metropolitan Regional Arts Council provided grant support for ESFL to curate a series of literary readings by African American and Native American writers. Support from the Minnesota State Arts Board enabled ESFL to sponsor an after-school African Drumming program, taught by master drummer Babatunde Lea. With support from MRAC, the assistance of Saengmany Ratsabout of the University of Minnesota’s Immigration History Research Center, and the English Language Learning program at Washington Technology Magnet High School, we ran an intensive digital storytelling project that involved five teens, who created videos about the place of food in their cultures and communities. ESFL also hosted a series of jazz concerts by Le Voyage, a series of jam sessions called Sonic Expressions, on the one hand, and, on the other, art installations which generated discussions about gun reform and the predicaments of refugees in European encampments.

It’s never been “art for art’s sake” at ESFL, but art in the service of critical thinking, open discussion, and community-building.
By the Numbers

>4000 Attendees at events in FY2019
>30 Artists involved
12 Arts group partners
>25 Union Job & Resource Fair employers & apprentice programs
>125 Union Job & Resource Fair job seekers
12 History Day Learning Center mentors
>100 History Day Learning Center students
>100 Neighbors at National Night Out

Courses hosted:
Saint Paul Schools Adult & Community Education:
- two six week courses in Immigration History
New Brookwood Labor College
- Working Class History
- People’s Leadership
- Theories of the Labor Movement
- The Global Labor Movement

Class visits from:
- Hamline University (African American Lit)
- Macalester College (Historical Methods)
- University of St. Thomas (Critical Ethnography)
- University of Minnesota (African American Studies)
- Metro State University (Masters in Policy & Leadership seminar)
- Minneapolisc Community & Technical College (Library Science)
- St. Catherine’s University (Library Science)

Interns from:
- Higher Education Consortium for Urban Affairs (HECUA)
- Metro State University
- Macalester College
Thank You to our Organizational Sponsors
The Saint Paul Foundation • FR Bigelow Foundation • Otto Bremer Trust • Minnesota State Arts Board • Metropolitan Regional Arts Council • Mardag Foundation • U.S. Trust, Bank of America Wealth Management • The Miami Foundation • Minnesota Historical Society • Xcel Energy Foundation • Headwaters Foundation For Justice • St. Paul Regional Labor Federation • Minnesota Nurses Association • IBEW Local #110 • Laura Jane Musser Fund • Regional Council of Carpenters • Bressers Supplemental Needs Trust • Laborers’ District Council of Minnesota and North Dakota, AFL-CIO • International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 292 • Network For Good • Unity Church-Unitarian of St. Paul • Education Minnesota • St. Paul Federation of Teachers Local 28 • United Association of Steamfitters-Pipefitters-Service Technicians • United Steelworkers of America Local 6803 • Twin Cities Chapter Japanese American Citizens League • St. Paul Plumbers & Gas Fitters Local 34 • Bakery, Confectionary, Tobacco Workers and Grain Millers Union • International Association of Bridge, Structural, Ornamental & Reinforcing Iron Workers, Local Union 512 • Minnesota Interior Systems • MN Interior Systems Local 68 • Roofers Local Union 96 • St Paul Area Retiree Chapter APWU • Wayne Goldstein Memorial Foundation • SocMed Inc • Sociologists of Minnesota • Jonathan & Jill Eisenberg Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation • MAPE Local 2101 • Minneapolis Regional Labor Federation, AFL-CIO

Thank You to our Individual Donors
Danai Gurira • Rick Teller and Kathleen Rogers • Walt Handschin • Elaine Arden Cali • Naomi Rachleff • Thomas O’Connell • Kim Esch • Phyllis Wiener • James Bialke • Valerie Mondor • Timothy O’Brien • Andrea Steiner-Manning • Mary E. Miller • Rick and Susie Macpherson • Gretchen Lang • Julie Borgerding July • Jeffrey Leys • Margaret Taft • Thomas Edwards • William Zajicek • Charissa Osborn • Chris & Margot Barry • Katherine Dyson • Anna Marie Ettel • Rev. Alvin Huss Jr. • Beth Mork • Marcus Rediker • Roger Anderson • John M McKenzie • Heidi Duffy • Dennis Levendowski • David Parker • Graham Coppin • Carlo Cuesta • Wu Chen Khoo • Marlin Heise • Ryan Murphy • Allana Olson • Randy Furst • Josephine Mihelich • Calvin Roetzel • James Stewart • David Morris and Harriet Barlow • Martin Hernandez • Kate Havelin • Tim Mahoney • Mackenzie Epping • Daniel F. Vogel • Bryan Hartman • Horace and Barbara Huntley • Sue Zumbeerge • Michael Griffin • Mary Ann Davis • Amy Gabriel • Sarah Quinby • John Sielaff • Barbra Wiener • Jeffrey Kolnick • Herta Pitman • George Latimer • Michael Westerhaus • Keith Christensen • Jim O’Brien • Sarah Maier • Clay Steinman and Inge De Becker • Janet and James Carlson • Steve and Christine Clemens • Bob Long • Stacy Mitchell • Debra Mundinger • Larry Rachleff • Peter J. Rachleff • Valerie Tremelat • Sushmita Hodges • Gary Gardner • David Lawrence • Wairimu R. Njoo • Laura Ostertag • Donna Maeda • Mary Jo Maynes • Jaine Strauss • Stuart Knappmiller • Hannah Poferl • Karen Suzukamo • Ron Aminzade • Janet Becker • Allen Desmond • David Dyson • Kirsten Fischer • Gregory Gaut • Dorothy J. Horns • Allen Isaacman • Steve Lee • Michal Anne Moskow • Yue-Him Tam • Kyoko Katayama • Kate Towl • Kim Nielsen • Lynn Henderson and Cindy Burke • Shelton Stromquist • Mary Voight • Jon J. Schumacher • Arthur Dorman • David Kremer • Angela Carter • Mary Wingerd • Grant Abbott • Dorothy Danley • Kathryn Engdahl • Peggy Korsmo-Kennon • Suzanne Mahmoodi • Melissa Rachleff Burtt • Eleanor Rachleff-Serow • Riccy Shioni • Jack Stuart • Joshua Freeze • Naomi English • James Doyle • Terry Shima • Beth M Cleary • Barbara Gerten • Riv-Ellen Prell • Elizabeth J. Faue • Richard Hudelson • Patricia Hampl • Peter Borge • Michael Bourdaghns • Jon Butler • Daniel Cornejo • Lucas Erickson • Elizabeth Faue • Ben Goldfarb • Arjun Guneratne • Sandra Leuthner • Andrew Lynn • Carla Riehle • Victor Urbanowicz • William Tilton • Kaitlyn Szabo • Steve Boland • Amy Tran • Kevin Ward • Marc Anderson • Robert Baldinger • Dan Bostrom • Stephen Brier • Arthur Broderson • Cecilia Bucki • Jennifer Carey • Sears Eldredge • Mary Beth Faimon • Bruce Faribault • Leon Fink • William Finney • Gregory Finzell • Jeanette Fordyce • Beverly Gause • Patricia Hampl • Douglas Hartmann • Sage Holben • Carina Jacobsson • Frank Joyce • George Joyce • Temma Kaplan • Bonnie Keeler • David Klevan • Jeanne Landkamer • Riley W Major • Abdulla and Tahera Mambani • Ruth B. Markowitz • Teri Mathews • Ken Meter • Donald Minor • David Moore • Joe Nathan • Brian Nofzinger • Ellen Olsen • June Parrott • Neala Schleuning • Deborah Schlick • Rev. Theodore Sitz • Harry Waters Jr. • Laura Westlund • Roy Wolff • Maryam Marne Zafar •

While many non-profit organizations list their donors by the size of their donations, at ESFL we think about our collaborators and donors as part of a community, a community that we are building through our work and through the contributions of labor, time, ideas, books, rocking chairs, and money. Our emphasis is on the community-building, so we do not want to call attention to specific individuals or specific donations. We know—and honor—what so many have contributed.
Financials

2018 REVENUE
Contributions and grants........................................... $ 296,558
Program service revenue........................................... $ 19,928
Investment income..................................................... $ 290
Total revenue.......................................................... $316,776

2018 EXPENSES
Grants and similar amounts paid.............................. $ 4,000
Salaries, other compen., emp. benefits....................... $50,305
Professional fundraising expenses............................. $ 40,668
Other expenses......................................................... $140,017
Total expenses.........................................................$234,990
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East Side Freedom Library Board Of Directors

**Rafael Espinosa**  
Labor Representative, American Federation of State, County & Municipal Employees, District 65

**Robyn Gulley**  
Executive Director, New Brookwood Labor College

**Marlin Heise**  
Founder and Director, Hmong Archives

**Todd Lawrence**  
Associate Professor of English, University of St. Thomas

**Rick MacPherson**  
Attorney, Minnesota Disability Law Center, Mid-Minnesota Legal Aid Society

**Mary Miller, Treasurer of the Board**  
Eastsider; attorney, retired from Minnesota Department of Labor, and teacher

**Thomas O’Connell**  
Emeritus Professor, Metro State University, Social Science, Community Studies

**Yuichiro Onishi,**  
Associate Professor, African American and Asian American Studies, University of Minnesota

**Denise Rodriguez, President of the Board**  
Past President, St. Paul Federation of Teachers

**Renee Vaughan, Secretary of the Board**  
Former Community Faculty at Metropolitan State

**Mary Wingerd**  
Professor of History Emerita, St. Cloud State University

East Side Freedom Library Leadership

**Peter Rachleff, Co-Executive Director**

**Beth Cleary, Co-Executive Director**

**Clarence White, Associate Director**

Collaborators

**Steve Boland,** Next in Nonprofits, Fund development and communications

**Creation in Common,** Board development

**Bruce Willms,** Librarian

**Greg Poferl** (Jack of all trades, Master of many)

**Keith Christensen,** Design

**Sami Heller,** Social Media

**David McAllister,** Space management

Mission Statement

The ESFL's mission is to inspire solidarity, advocate for justice and work toward equity for all.